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Sir, you also said," I am not yet settled in a stable job,
career is my primary concern, then my children's health -
education and my parent's health. When will I buy a
house. I want to start own business in future, can I start
business or should I hold to a regular job? If yes in which
field? will partnership suit me?" 
    

The native is born in mesha rasi 
and the lagna at the time of birth 
is simha.  The star at the birth is 
Bharani 2nd pada. The chart 
made may not tally with any 
existing man or machine made 
charts reason being, the 
ayanamsha adopted is refined to 
get accurate results.  
Chitrapaksha ayanamsha on the 
day of birth is 23˚36'46".  As 
such, a correction is made to the 
system generated horoscope to 
achieve the fine tuned 
ayanamsha.  Similarly, the sub-

lord chart (known as KP chart) is also done for the same
ayanamsha.  In this chart sani and kuja are retrograde.  Guru is in
own sign and there is mutual aspect between sani-budha and kuja-
sukra.  In the bhava chakra, ravi is in the 6th, guru is in the 9th
rahu is in the 4th and ketu in the 10th. The remaining planets
occupy the same positions as in the birth chart. Ravi and sani are
posited in their own stars.  
  
Leadership qualities are more in this chart.  Wisdom due to guru in
own sign in the 9th is also in abundance. But the success signified
by sani is slow to come by.  For stira rasis the 9th lord and planets
are the trouble causing planets, in this case kuja, chandra and
guru. This means religion, religious mentality, father, a principle
and straight forward nature are the obstacles to the progress of
the native!  Despite this, you will continue the same way as he is
concentrated on struggles or progress in that area. Budhaditya
yoga is unfortunately formed in the 6th which means either the
native is a headstrong fellow (if he is not properly brought up).
Strong presence of guru in the 9th in own house rules such
possibility.  Then this yoga shows that, despite his abilities he will
be under employment under somebody.  The more he talks, more
he looses.  He is not an intelligent person in talking.  But when it
comes to loan related matters, diseases and service problems
(rule positions - and interpretations of the same) he is very best.  
  

"I am not yet settled in a stable job, 
career is my primary concern".  
Since chandra is not associated with the 
house of profession there are not many 
changes in job. Ketu in the 10th house 
shows there there will be professional 
frustrations to some extent. Sani is NOT 
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aspecting the house of profession.  As 
such, there is no loss of job, redundancy, loss of means of
livelihood etc., Job changes (like transfers) happen depending on
the dasa/bhuktis There is no fear at all due to such changes. Rahu
dasa-Guru bhukti  24-10-2011 to 18-03-2014 brings permanent 
settlement in job.  
  

"my children's health - education and my parent's health."
The presence of 5th lord in the 9th in own sign shows that there is
nothing to worry about children.  The native will have one male
and one female children.  The native is very devoted to God and
there is spiritual progress in life.  He is lucky and the problems he
faces like ill health etc., will automatically disappear.  The element
of contentment, pleasure and happiness is more in the chart due
to this yoga called Lakshmi narayana yoga. There is no
disappointment due to children nor the native's hobbies.  He has
good habits and hobbies. 9th lord in the 10th gives good parents. 
The condition of health depends on the dasa/bhukti that goes on.
The father of the native is a strict disciplined person and the native
likes his father very much.  
  

"When will I buy a house?" The 
chart shows that you are  going to settle 
away from native place like as of now in 
a foreign country.  You have a costly, 
luxurious house which has 
western/ultramodern facilities.  The 
house makes you proud and also for the 
western influence inside that, at times 

you dislike. When we analyse the dasa/bhukti, we will come to
know the period of building/purchasing the house. Since budha is
not involved, it is not a flat but a house with garden, open space
etc., which is shared by others also.  
  

"If an astrologer can say Sani has caused the problem, he has
learnt astrology" is a saying in Sanskrit.  So, anybody who sees
your chart are likely to pronounce sani as the culprit to cause the
delay. Not at all, Sani does not have any thing to do in the rasi or
chaturtamsha charts.  Some bhuktis like that of guru and sani are
not against purchase of property but the experiment proves to be
costly.  Actually, he can acquired properties in sukra, kuja and
ketu bhuktis which come after a long time.  As such it is better to
purchase the property during rahu bhukti of rahu dasa 10-02-2009 
to 24-10-2011 to avoid unnecessary delay.  Of course he can
purchase later on also, but the properties would be costly to
purchase. Transit of guru in kataka from 20.06.2014 to 14.06.2015
shows purchase of properties which is considerably away.
Instead, he can take use of transit of guru in the 11th house from
03.05.2009 to 12.10.2009 and from 21.12.2009 to 02.05.2010. 
  

"I want to start own business in 
future, can I start business or 
should I hold to a regular job? If 
yes in which field? will partnership 
suit me?" The presence of lagna lord 
with the 11th lord is the sign that the 
native will enjoy the wealth, success and 
contentment in life.  But both the 11th lord and the lagna lord in the
6th shows that the profit is lost in the process of making profits
like salaries, establishment cost and finally leaving only the
element which he could have got by service.  This means all the
profits earned will be enough to clear off the loans and make a
living (of the same quality he would have got in service under
others!).  Added to this aspect of sani in the 6th and 7th lord
shows that the profits he could make in business is slow to come
by.  11th sub lord is rahu in the 4th aspecting 10th house.  He is
along with sukra.  This shows that there is no loss in business.  In
other words, the element of wealth acquired by business is the
same as that in regular job. In such cases, it is wise to be in job. 
Partnership never suits the native. The most flourishing job are in
automobile industry, microbiology, pesticides, study of insects,
finance(banking), computer (soft ware and hard ware). These areas
give the native good development in job.  It is also possible that he
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starts the job with accounts, audit, HRD, etc., (which involve lot of 
information, data, paper, pencil etc.,) it becomes a non rewarding 
job.  As seen from ekadasamsha chart, he can take up a part time 
venture (alone and not with partners) related to insurance and 
agency work, where in he books orders for certain items by 
showing a brochure.  He does not have any stock of the articles.  
He is having talent in talking negative things like death, loans, 
losses, fire accidents etc., and he can convince the clients of the 
impending disasters.  As such, this talent can be used in 
insurance business! 

 

 
  

Predictions for next 20 years 

 
Kuja dasa-Ravi  bhukti 06-03-2008 to 12-
07-2008:This is the period of ill health, 
loans and also service problems.  There 
will be lot of frustration in the 
professional front. The time is good for 
taking up any competitive examinations.  
It is the period of struggle and it does 
not necessary be failures!  The native 

does not like fighting and war wounds.  As a matter of fact, he is 
used to such war situations since birth.  He has done it many 
times.  To sum it up, it is the time of waging victorious wars and 
not a peace time.  The diseases related to eyes, head aches, bones 
joints crop up.   The native can not expect any recognition during 
this time. There will also be minor health problems to the wife of 
the native. Professional dissatisfaction, non recognition of talents 
are seen.  Due to professional anxieties, the health problems crop 
up. It is seen here that there is no adverse positioning of dasa and 
bhukti lords and also the dasa lord is a good planet (yogakaraka) 
and as such the problems are restricted to this bhukti only due to 
position of lagna lord in the 6th house. Ravi does not own any 
cuspal mid points. As such, there will not be any damage nor 
contribution due to ravi in the native's life. Since ravi is posited in 
his own star, he will not trouble much.  Simple recitation of 
kavacha for ravi, keeping patience in struggles or 
misunderstandings would suffice. There is no change of job 
during this period.  The native will take loans based on exiting 
properties, gold or bonds for developmental purposes. The 
relationship with wife is strained during this bhukti. As the native 
will achieve certain targets, his popularity, wages will go up by the 
end of the bhukti. There will be some important events related to 
children as ravi is in kendra in saptamsha chart. Relationship with 
brothers, friends and others is excellent. Any attempt to continue 
further studies like Ph.D or any attempt to acquire special skills 
(with a certificate or not) will not be successful. Financial position 
is good, though a large chunk of income goes to clear the loan. 
Relationship with parents is alright despite this, relationship with 
his father will be slightly strained due to generation gap. 
  
Sani transits in simha rasi over the 
lagna which is the 5th from rasi.  Due to 
this, native will have cold diseases 
which result in high fever.  The charisma 
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goes down and there would be worries 
related to investments, children and hobbies. The position is not
as bad as ardhastama sani.  Simple recitation of sani beeja
mantras 108 times a day will do till the transit of sani over simha
rasi is over. Till 05.05.2008, the nodal axis is across 11th and 5th
houses.  This causes deception, loss of some articles due to
negligence.  From 06.05.2008 rahu moves into makara in reverse
motion.  From this day there will be more professional
unhappiness to some extent. Guru transits in own sign, dhanus
which is the 9th sign.  Due to this most of the problems that come
during this period get automatically solved due to religious
mentality of the native.  There is also religious functions, visiting
temples during this period.  
  
Kuja dasa -Chandra bhukti 12-07-2008 to 10-02-2009: Compared to 
previous ravi bhukti, this is the bad period for two reasons.  The
relationship between  dasa lord and bhukti lord is not good.
Though they are not adverse to each other, they do not co
operate.  Secondly, chandra himself has the weakness being the
12th lord. During this period, it is better to do shanti for chandra
and kuja with beeja mantras japa, to reduce the difficulties. 
However, the difficulties do not come at neck breaking speed.  It is
better to do shanti and shanti is not a compulsory things in this
bhukti. There will a change of job during this period. Foreign travel
and in this case we can say, a long distance transfer. There will
also be expenditure due to mother's visit, pilgrimage to holly
places to have a dip in the river. Relationship with wife is excellent
and also there will be good gains from wife or that she will have a
good promotion. Chandra is the star lord of the cusps 2, 6, 8 and
12.  As such, there is possibility of hospitalisation due to water
borne diseases or cold diseases. Financial position is good and
there will be lot of donations the native makes for religious trusts
and temples. This period is not good for purchase of houses,
properties.  There is not much of work load during this bhukti.
Despite of this the native is not able to devote sufficient time for
his children. Relationship with brothers/sisters and friends is
good. Any attempt to acquire skills, further qualifications like Ph.D
(but not competitive examinations) yield successful results. On the
other hands any basic qualifications (like going to school/evening
college-where attendance is compulsory) will not be successful. 
In other words, the native can not start to learn a new subject
during this time. Native finds contentment and is always in
religious and happy mood. As chandra is neecha in ekadasmaha in
the 11th, attempts will be made to invest in properties and such
attempts will not be successful. Being the last bhukti of a dasa, no
important decision should be taken in the last six months of this
bhukti. It is not a bad period, but the native will not be able to make
a prudent decision due to confusion.  In the event he has to make
a decision, it is better to consults his well wishers and elders.  
  

Sani transits in simha over natal lagna.  
The effects for this transit have already 
been discussed in the previous bhukti. 
Nodes transit in makara and kataka in 
this bhukti. This transit, as pointed out 
in the previous bhukti, causes 
professional dissatisfaction and also 
minor disappointments in domestic life. 

The environs in the office, the work load adversely effects the
domestic life. From 11.12.2008 guru transits in makara in
debilitation sign.  Up to 10.12.2008 there are pilgrimages and good
evens in the family.  But as guru is debilitated in the 10th from
11.12.2008 till the end of the bhukti there would be professional
problems.  Heavy work and no recognition are the effects of this
transits.  Unnecessarily, the native will be held responsible for
lapses/mistakes of others. It is better to recite kavacha for guru.  It
is also wise to donate to schools towards primary education or do
annadana to orphans, beggars or any devotees in a temple. No
shanti is required at all.  
  

So far it was the dasa of kuja which can be regarded as the best
period.  It is natural that there would be one or two planets which
do not see eye to eye with the dasanatha and the good effects of
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kuja get tarnished or stopped. Unfortunately, the yogakaraka
period was also brief one.  From 10-02-2009 to 10-02-2027 a 
prolonged dasa of rahu goes on which makes you feel on the live 
wire.  Any change that happen during this rahu dasa will be having
sudden effects, unforeseen turn of events.  It does not mean that
all the events that happen in rahu dasa are bad.  There are people
who have passed great examinations with colourful marks during
this time!  It is popularly believed that snakes bite the native.  Even
if there is snake bite, it  would be a day out of 18x365 days and
snakes would not try to enter your bed room like any Hindi 
movies! The key word of the results in rahu dasa are: sudden,
unforeseen.  The nature of events (good/bad) depends on the
bhukti.  Rahu is regarded as chayagraha or upagraha.  Our
ancestors never said that there are two more invisible planets. The
sensitive points where the earth's orbit cuts moon's orbit around
earth was used to determine the time and duration of eclipses.
Being no planet by itself, rahu represents sukra, chandra and
guru.  Out of these guru and chandra are natural benefics and
functional malefics. Sukra is benefic both naturally and
functionally in this chart  This means 1/3 good results and 2/3 bad
results (at the maximum) are experienced. As rahu does not have
his own identity, he has greatest hesitation to give results.  If
remedial measures are employed in time, there is no need to fear
rahu dasa.  The event that happen during this dasa are related to
health, ill health, relationship with brothers/sisters, transfer,
development of children, religious/spiritual growth, well being of
father, misunderstanding with father, pilgrimages, profits/success
and losses and failures. 1The other effects rahu gives are minimal.
There will be frustration, mood swings, discontentment as well as
good progress in matters related to foreign lands, cultures,
languages like computer languages.  
  
Rahu dasa-Rahu bhukti 10-02-2009 to 
24-10-2011:  This is  own bhukti of rahu 
dasa. The results described under rahu 
dasa as a whole happen to large extent.  
No major events happen during rahu 
bhukti but a glimpse of the coming 18 
years is given here.  Attempt to 
purchase domestic properties will not be 
successful, as there is uncertainty.  Mother's health will cause
concern.  There is no  peace and happiness in the house.  For
some reason he is not able to come to his motherland nor stay
within the house.  He always wants to be away.  There may be
some heart broken feeling with mother and/or mother side
relatives and he would like to cut off relationship with them.  
  
During this period, Sani transits in simha in the beginning of this
bhukti. This is the period when there would be child birth and also
related discomfort or anxiety and worry due to child birth. From
11.09.2009 to 31.10.2011 in kanya, sani favour clearing of loans,
increase of wealth, recouping from troubles. This transit is a
favourable transit. There would also be some discomfort like
stomach pain, sprains and hair line fractures in the feet and hands.
The native should be careful while investing and also water borne
diseases. Any disease related to stomach should be attended
immediately to avoid delay in curing. Till 02.11.2009 rahu transits
in makara and ketu in kataka which cause professional
dissatisfaction and strains in relationship with mother. From
03.11.2009 to 02.05.2011 the nodal transit is in dhanus and mithuna
which cause loss of courage and failures in higher education and
minor clashes with father of the native. From 03.05.2011, the
transit is in vrischika and vrishabha which has a tendency to
cause health problems related to urinary tract, piles and also blood
poisoning resulting in boils and skin infections, particularly on the
face. Guru transits in makara, kumbha, meena and mesha during
this transit. The transit in makara (till 02.05.2009, 31.07.209 to
13.10.2009) gives hard work, tiresome feeling and no recognition in
professional front. The transit in kumbha(21.12.2009 to 02.05.2010
and from 01.11.2010 to 18.11.2010) brings all the benefits like
profits, success and increase of wealth. The transit in meena
(08.12.2010 to 08.05.2011) give the native sufficient ability to save.
There is peace and contentment within rahu bhukti during this
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time. The native will also do some secret donation. The transit in
mesha (from 09.05.2011) is not so important or beneficial as the
previous transits. It merely gives the native charisma and
contentment. 
  

Rahu dasa-Guru bhukti  24-10-2011 to 
18-03-2014:This is one of the worst 
periods of rahu dasa.  There will be ill 
health or bitter misunderstandings with 
native's father.  Frequent head aches, 
muscular pains are quite common.  Any 
injury to muscles should be properly 
treated at the earliest.  It is better to take 

second medical opinion during this bhukti as the symptoms of the
diseases have the capacity to confuse the doctors.  There will also
be ill health related to children.  There are some relaxation as guru
is in own sign.  This means the problems that come during this
period make the native anti-religious.  He will be landing in 
problems due to careless behaviour towards elders and their
advices.  The bitterness with father and such things are minor
only.  The very purpose of the bhukti is to make the native anti-
religious, away from God and thereby suffer the heat of material
world.  There will also be expenditure towards religious functions
which the native does not like.  He has some inheritance or
accumulated wealth that comes during this bhukti.  This should
have become a very bad phase in life of the native.  But he is
spared as the dasa lord is in the star of the bhukti lord.  In other
words, the bitterness caused by the adverse position between
guru and rahu are made to vanish. The relationship with wife is
neither good nor bad, but manageable.  There is also professional
advancement during this time.  He will be assigned the duties of a
guru, guide or a leader who is needed to enlighten others. There
will be slight amount of worries related to children. With his
brothers/sisters he will spend some amount to renovate the
properties in combined holding. This is the time to learn a bad
subject! (ku vidya).  This vidya is not related to black magic or any
bad thing.  But a skill is acquired to misguide, confuse others in
the field to have an edge over others.  The knowledge gained is a
good and authorised subject but is learnt for the purpose of
creating smoke screen for others! It is better not to make
investments during this period, as the schemes of investments will
hang in uncertainty.  Suppose the native invests in a car
manufacturers shares, the factory does not come up and he can
neither sell the shares back nor in the market as the government
has banned such transactions! 
   

At the beginning of this bhukti sani 
transits in kanya and again for a brief 
period from 15.05.2012 to 25.06.2012 and 
for the rest of the period sani transits in 
tula his exaltation sign. The transit in 
kanya brings settlement of loans, 
consolidating in profession (settlement), 
settlement of disputes and curing from 
prolonged diseases. But the transit in tula is called saptama sani.
This should have given strains in his married life. But, in this chart,
saptama sani brings understandings with wife and also brings all
success in life. The element of sorrows it brings due wife is limited
to some minor clashes, wife's health problems of minor sort.
Recitation of beeja mantras for sani would be enough and shanti is
not required at all. Till 14.01.2013 rahu transits in vrischika and
ketu in vrishabha. The results of this transit have already been
discussed in the previous bhukti. From 15.01.2013 till the end of
this bhukti, rahu is in mesha and ketu in 7th, at times with sani.
This transit causes loss of prestige, false accusations,
unnecessary fights. The accusations of others has a stinging
effect to deeply hurt the native. Also, the native looses interest in
life which means he does not care for personal hygiene nor to look
smart. Guru transits in mesha at the beginning of this bhukti. From
18.05.2012 to 30.01.2013 guru transits in vrishabha and from
01.06.2013 to 19.06.2014 transits in mithuna. The transits of guru in
mesha improves the quality of married life. In vrishabha, it
increases monthly income of the native and also there is a
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possibility of increase in the number of family members. Guru
favours acquisition of ornaments, costly dresses and vehicles.
Guru could have helped in acquiring properties but his natal
position is bad. As such, he can only bestow luxuries things on
the native. Guru is the first grade benefic who is in own sign. Any
remedial measures done for guru can completely eliminate the
problems he could cause.  It is advisable to recite beeja mantra for
guru or even gayatri mantra everyday 108 times.  This way he has
the option to made the period completely happy one! 
  

Rahu dasa-Sani bhukti  18-03-2014 to 22-
01-2017:This is one of the mixed periods 
wherein both good and bad are 
indicated. The relationship with wife is 
excellent and there are also investments 
due to her.  As sani is the 8th lord also, 
he makes it difficult to progress in life in 
any front.  Since he is in the 6th from 

8th, he will find it difficult to cause obstacles also.  This means the
results of this bhukti can not be dependable. Also, this gives a
room for remedial measures, when done to the fullest extent will
give full exemption. Generally speaking sani does not give
concessions to the full.  But, in this chart, due to his duel roll, he
will cause full exemption from the negative traits.  Added to this,
sani is happy in the chart being in his own star, pushya. The
results of this bhukti are: ill health, inability to purchase the
properties, obstacles in all walks of life, anemia and palpitation. 
The native should learn to relax and see that his blood pressure is
normal, always. Hospitalisation due to constipation, fracture of
thigh bone of right leg is also possible.  This is caused inside the
house due to slip and there are no macabre accident causing this
event. The native tends to become lazy and stays at home doing
nothing spending all the leave available!  He longs to be with his
wife. Professional development is not at all seen.  Heavy work, and
also a fear of loosing job are also caused. He does not care to
improve his credentials in job nor change the job. There will also
be some minor heath problems to the children. Minor
misunderstandings with brothers/sisters is also seen here. During
this bhukti is good to conduct Rudrabhisekha either in the house
or in the temple.  This should be done frequently like once in six
months. If possible, it is better to listen and recite chamaka and
namaka (rudraprashna).  If not at least mrutyunjaya mantra should
be recited at least 18 times a day.  It is not that the life is in
danger.  It is a lethargic period, inactivity is but end of life.  To
energise life, it should be associated with amrita, nectar. If
possible, it is better to conduct shanti for sani once in a year.  This
way, the whole bhukti can be made happy and comfortable. 
  
At the start of the bhukti sani is in tula. 
Saptama sani is exalted here. It is seen 
in the previous bhukti that this transit 
would not trouble the native much. From 
04.11.2014 sani moves to astama 
position in vrischika. There will be 
problems related to investments, 
children and hobbies. Father's health 
also causes concern. As the bhukti lord is in the astama position,
there will be worries related to house property either after
purchase or due to purchase. However, it is the kendra from lagna.
As such, finally there will be success. It is better to do shanti for
sani during this time as sani also happens to be the 8th lord. The
native is prone to injuries caused by wood, heavy articles and
cattle. It is better to recite beeja mantra for sani to avoid evil
results and also to reap benefic results of bhukti lord. Rahu
transits in the 7th and ketu on moon sign till 13.07.2014. This has a
tendency to cause friction with wife for no reason at all. These
clashes are temporary only and do not effect the relationship in a
long run. From 14.07.2014 to 08.01.2016 rahu transits in 6th and
ketu in 12th. This transit gives mixed results. There will be clearing
of loans and also taking of loans for developmental activities.
However, all these happen suddenly and native is dazed at the turn
of events. There will be secret enemies in the office who cause
loss of sleep and constant irritation. From 09.01.2016 rahu shifts to
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5th and ketu in 11th. This is the time when the native is deceived in
his business dealings. No property transaction be done during this
time. He is not able to decide where and how he should invest. The
native can make use of this transit to acquire skills in meditation
and computer related areas. Guru transits in mithuna3 till
19.06.2014. This transit give much courage and good relationship
with his brothers/sisters. Guru transits in kataka(20.06.2014-
14.07.2015) giving the native properties, education, all round
happiness and frequent visits to homeland. There will be good
events (religious ceremonies) in the house. simha(15.07.2015-
12.08.2016) helps in development of children and also increased
wisdom and patience of the native. Also, during this time, he may
undertake some social service activates. But kanya transit
after13.08.2016 drives the native into loans due to compulsive
purchases and expenditure and also due to obligatory expenses of
frequently visiting relatives. This transit also causes stomach
problems. 
 

Rahu dasa-Budha bhukti 22-01-2017 to 
12-08-2019: Rahu and budha are not 
having any adverse positions but budha 
is posited in the 6th house along with 
lagna lord.  This disposition causes ill 
health to the native.  There will be 
increased loans and shift/change of job.  
The progress in any field is not up to the 

mark but is not bad.  It is full of struggles.  He will become close to
his cousins (jnatis), than with his brothers/sisters. Any attempt to
sell the properties will not give good returns.  Much of the
earnings will go towards clearing loans and committed
expenditure and there will be less leg space to plan expenditure. 
He should be careful of skin infections and allergies.   He has a
tendency to land in trouble due to his careless behaviour.  He
should talk less, if he has to talk!  Even his letters would be
mistaken.  He should think twice before he  talks and puts
something in ink.  Despite this, he will not suffer acute shortage of
funds or poverty.  Many of the events during this bhukti will have a
shocking tendency as too good and too bad results alter each
other since budha is 2nd, 6th, 8th and 12th sub lord. There will be
hospitalisation due to lung related disorders.  He will enjoy the
comforts of life like timely food, luxuries conveyances, ornaments,
grand parties also. Relationship with wife is excellent. There is a
possibility of change of job during this bhukti or change in the
nature of job.  For some reason, the native consults and takes
guidance of his father (or an elderly person who is equal to father)
in his professional matters.  As seen from astamsha chart, an
attempt is made on his life due to infections, high fever and head
aches.  However, no damage or end of life is seen as the longevity
is good. It is better to recite Vishnu Sukta, Budha kavacha and/or
listen to vishnu sahasranama, Ramaraksha stotra etc.,  Shanti for
Budha MUST be done at the start of the bhukti itself.  
  
At the start of this bhukti sani transits in 
vrischika rasi. Also, sani transits in 
vrischika(20.06.2017-27.10.2017) during 
this bhukti. The transit of sani in dhanur 
rasi (28.01.2017-19.06.2017, and from 
28.10.2017) relieves the native from the 
clutches of astama sani. The transit in 
vrischika rasi is the astama sani transit 
and shanti for sani need to be done once in a year, in view of the
bad bhukti. When sani transits in dhanus rasi, it causes anti-
religious feelings and also ill health to the father of the native.
Rahu transits in simha (till 06.08.2017), kataka (07.08.2017-
22.03.2019) and mithuna (23.03.2019 onwards) rasis during this
bhukti. The results of simha transit have already been discussed in
previous bhukti. Nodal axis in kataka-makara causes loss of 
interest in life, multiple small and insignificant diseases at a single
time which are wrongly diagnosed. Any diseases tends to be
complicated due to wrong diagnosis during this transit. The native
can better his skills in computer related subjects. The stay in the
house become suffocating and he longs to be out doors always.
The transit in mithuna-dhanus makes the native religious and also 
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short tempered with his wife. There will be committed expenses
which give tension to the native. During this bhukti guru transits in
kanya (till 12.09.2017) tula (13.09.2017-12.10.2018) vrischika 
(13.10.2018-01.04.2019, after 21.04.2019 till the end of bhukti) and
dhanus(02.04.2019-20.4.2019). The transit in kanya causes
shooting expenditure, clearing of loans incurred due to
compulsions. The transit in tula controls the effects of this adverse
bhukti. There will be good understanding with wife during this
period. When guru transits in vrischika, it can be said as the worst
period wherein the transit and bhukti are bad. No success is seen
in any walks of life. Regular recitation of gayatri mantra, reading of
any scripture (Bible, Geeta or whatever) is a MUST. The transit in
dhanus rasi which is own sin and the 9th from moon sign brings
luck in double measure. Religious mentality, religious functions
and promotions, happy events are seen during this period.  
  
Rahu dasa-Ketu bhukti 12-08-2019 to 29-08-2020:Ketu is the 
counter part of the dasa lord.  This bhukti does not produce any
ever lasting effects.  Most of the events that are faced during this
period are on emotional and mental planes.  Added to this, there is
professional frustrations also.  The native will always feel that he
should have been in other type of job or other company.  He tends
to find fault with one and all.  Though there is no material reason,
he tends to pick up some negative facts and cry for that. By
knowing that he is inclined to be more pessimistic and correcting
the behaviour, he can be happy during this time.  He has a
resigned attitude and easily defeated during this time.  He should
avoid any close contact with any swamijis, tantriks or astrologers
and the like as he would be made to work for them.  Similarly, he
should keep the foreigners, nomads, peculiar looking persons at a
distance as they tend to take use of his humbleness. He should
not read anything about parapsychology, devils, horror stories and
should NOT approach any demi-gods.   
  
Even if he approaches any sadhu mararaj, tantriks, no serious
harm is done but he would be wasting his precious time, energy
and money.  It does not mean all swamijis and astrologers are bad
people. Since, his mind is in a delicate state, he is easily
impressed by fake personalities.  Purchase of properties or
acquisition of some old properties which look peculiar is also
seen. It is possible that such a property is given to him in lieu of
the amount he has already paid up long back.  Or it could be
through some inheritance. The purchase does not make the native
happy, no matter whatever the value be.  For his house, there will
be lot of modifications due to his inclination of vastushastra or
interior decoration!  He may also purchase some barren land for
the purpose of investments. He is not angry with his wife but he
feels resentment why at all he married this person!  He is touchy
and without speaking, he desires his wife should understand him!
If the native is working in software/computer field, he may develop
new skills but there is no financial immediate benefits due this.
There is some serious problem to his children during this time,
due to some viral infection, allergy, chickenpox and the like. Some
expenditure is also seen due to brothers/sisters. The native tends
to be more intelligent in cryptic languages and in the subjects
which requires quick thinking and less memory power. Certain
amount of loan is also incurred due to purchase of properties.  
  
Transit sani in dhanus at the beginning of this bhukti and is
makara, his own sign from 25.01.2020. Makara transit causes ill
health to the father of the native. He will also develop some anti-
religious feelings. He may come in contact with modern religious
gurus. From 25.01.2020, sani should have caused professional
problems to the native in any other chart. But in this chart, sani
does not have any effect on the 10th house. As such, those there
seems to be certain situations that may effect professional front
like a rumor that the company is being closed, there are no effects
on the native. This transit causes good understanding with wife
and also gives much accumulated wealth. Rahu in mithuna, and
ketu in dhanus during this bhukti. This situation causes interest in
other religions and also give specialisation in computer or artificial
languages. Frequent useless travels make the person too tired.
Guru transits in vrischika (till 05.11.2019), dhanus (06.11.2019-
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30.03.2020) and makara (after31.03.2020) during this bhukti. As
said earlier, the transit in vrischika is the WORST transit and
during this time it is good to recite gayatri mantra and read
religious scriptures. Dhanus transit gives more religious progress
and good luck in all respects to good measures. But the transit in
makara causes heavy work and no recognition. It is better to recite
guru kavacha or guru beeja mantras during this transit.  
  

Rahu dasa-Shukra bhukti  29-08-2020 to 
30-08-2023:This can be said to be the 
positive variety of ketu bhukti!  This 
works mostly on the similar lines of ketu 
bhukti as he is with rahu i.e. the other 
side of ketu. Here, the melancholic 
feelings, dejection, frustration etc., are 
not seen at all.  Purchase of properties 

of luxurious nature happen easily.  All happy events are seen
during this period. A colourful promotion with considerable
increase of salary and valuable perks are there.  Over indulgence
in eating and drinking, attraction towards opposite gender, finer
things of life like dress, ornaments, fine arts and music is seen
here. There is good progress of children. The relationship with
brothers/sisters is at the worst possible. The native gets higher
education and increased skill in his job. Relationship with parents
is good. As seen from shodasamsha, all the cherished desires are
fulfilled during this period.  
  
During this bhukti, Sani in makara till 29.04.2022 and from
13.07.2022 to 17.01.2023 and in kumbha(30.04.2022 to 12.07.2022
and from 18.01.2023). Both these transits happen in own signs.
Makara transit gives stability and steady progress in professional
front. Kumbha transit helps to acquire property of good value. The
process of acquiring is slow but the value is great. Till 19.09.2020
rahu transits in mithuna and ketu in dhanus. From 20.09.2020 to
17.03.2020 rahu transits in vrishabha and ketu in vrischika. From
18.03.2022 rahu in mesha and ketu in tula transit over natal
positions. The effects of mithuna transit has already been
discussed in the previous bhukti. When rahu is in vrishabha and
ketu in 8th from moon sign, the native looses interest in life or is
attracted to tantrik methods. There is also possibility of some
minor cuts and injuries. The transit in mesha makes the dasa lord
to give results. The results flow suddenly and in various directions
from 18.03.2022. There will also be short tempered arguments with
wife for no reason due to this transit. Guru transits in five signs
during this bhukti. He transits in dhanus at the beginning of the
bhukti. Guru transits in makara (21.11.2020-06.04.2021, 15.09.2021-
20.11.2021), kumbha (07.04.2021-14.09.2021, 21.11.2021-
20.04.2022), meena (21.04.2022-22.04.2023) and mesha (23.04.2023 
onwards). The effects of dhanus transit has already been
discussed in the previous bhukti. Makara is the neecha position
for guru and so there would be heavy work and no recognition
during this time. The transit of guru in the favourable 11th i.e.
kumbha rasi and also meena which is own sign increased profits,
success and also investments. From 23.04.2023, the transit of guru
over moon sign merely makes the man mature and gives good
health.  
  
Rahu dasa-Ravi bhukti  30-08-2023 to 24-
07-2024: As we have already seen ravi is 
the lagna lord posited in the 6th house. 
This disposition of lagna lord in the 6th 
implies health problems particularly of 
eyes, head and heart.  It is seen that 
both the dasa and bhukti lords are 
natural malefics.  The native can expect 
health problems, loans and job related problems during this time. 
Since ravi is posited in his own star, the element of diseases and
loans etc., are reduced to some extent. The relationship with wife
is worst hit during this time. There will also be professional growth
despite friction in the office. There is fantastic development in
regard to children during this time. Relationship with
brothers/sisters is very good.  Happy events related to purchase of
vehicles and properties is also seen.  Since ravi is neecha in
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dwadasamsha chart, there would be some serious health problems
to the parents of the native.  
  
Sani transits in kumbha during this bhukti in own sign. This transit
is favourable to the native and it promises success, after a
struggle and also consolidation in property matters. Till 29.11.2023
rahu transits in mesha and ketu in tula, over the natal axis. This
triggers both the good and evil effects of rahu. Ill health and fear
complex are the results. Similarly, there will be sudden acquisition
of vehicles, sudden job related problems during this period. From
30.11.2023 rahu-ketu move to meena the 12th and 2nd houses. 
Lack of sleep, health problems, short tempered arguments with
family members and also colic pain are the results. Guru transits
in mesha at the beginning vrishabha from 02.05.2024. Both these
transits are good which bring mental equilibrium and restoration
of health. As long as ravi aspects natal ravi i.e. till 01.05.2024, the
evil effects of ravi are checked to some extent bringing easy and
quick recovery from diseases. However, as guru is functional
malefic, the aspect over bhukti lord causes health problems. From
02.05.2024, there is an improvement in financial condition.  As
seen from the above, this period unfolds good and bad results
alternately.  Shanti for ravi is desirable during this period. In case
of any cardiac, eye-sight and nerve related problems, immediate
treatment should be taken. It is better to recite ravi kavacha or
Aditya Hridaya everyday.  There is no danger to life of the native,
though hospitalisation is seen.  
 
Rahu dasa-Chandra bhukti 24-07-2024 to 23-01-2026: Compared to 
ravi bhukti, this is even more WORSE period.  Both rahu and
chandra do not have good relationship. Added to this, chandra is
the 12th lord.  Anti religious feeling prevail.  Luck seems to have
been lost and there will be all round problems.  All the problems
are rooted in mental condition and the physical condition will be
same as the previous ravi bhukti. There will be easy winning over
enemies and good relationship with wife.  Chandra represents kuja
and budha also being the star lord of these planets. Due to this,
there will be minor acquisition of properties, increased income
also. But whatever good happens, the native tends to down play
the same and get worried about those things which did not
happen!  There will also be sale of some properties.  The native is
confused whether he should return to his homeland or stay
abroad. For any other man, this period could cause mental
diseases but as such combination do not exist in the natal chart,
he will overcome the temporary problems posed during this
bhukti. In all the divisional charts, chandra is well posited. As
such, the for lapses during this bhukti the adverse relationship 
between rahu and chandra is the cause. Such a situation does not
favour working of both the dasa and bhukti lords. Shanti for rahu
and chandra MUST be done at the start of the bhukti itself.  The
native should recite beeja mantras for rahu and chandra each
minimum 18 times a day.  
  
During this bhukti, sani transits in kumbha (till 29.03.2025) and
meena (from 30.03.2025) during this bhukti. Sani in kumbha
promises good properties, success etc., while transit in meena is
the beginning of sade-sathi. Ill health to wife, worries related to 
wife, job matters and also restlessness and lack of sleep are
caused due to 12th transit of sani. It is better to do Rudrabhisekha
frequently and recite any mantras for Lord Shiva from 30.03.2025.
Till 30.05.2025 rahu is in 12th and ketu is in 2nd. This is a potential
combination for sleepless nights, stomach problems and also
depression. From 31.05.2025 rahu enters 11th and ketu transits
over lagna. Native should be careful while doing investments as he
is prone to deception. Any existing diseases take a long time to
cure. It is better to recite/listen to Durga Sukta or any Kali/Durga
related to slokas. Guru transits in vrishabha the 2nd from moon
sign till 14.05.2025. As said in the previous bhukti, this is a good
transit. From 15.05.2025 to 18.10.2025 and from 06.12.2025 to the
end of this bhukti guru transits in mithuna. Due to his aspect on
the dasa lord he reduces the speed of the results rahu gives and
also cool down the evil results. Other than that there is no use of
3rd house transit of guru. From 19.10.2025 to 05.12.2025, guru is
exalted in 4th house. Though this can not be said as gurubala, the
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native find a purpose and this increases his tolerance limit. Buying
and selling of anything is very difficult during this transit. 
  
Rahu dasa-Kuja bhukti 23-01-2026 to 10-02-2027: This is not a bad 
period as the previous two bhuktis.  This is the last bhukti of rahu
dasa and so the intensity of rahu so far experienced are reduced to
some extent.  Promotions, good events related to properties,
education, all happiness and deep rooted religious mentality are
the results of this bhukti.  Since kuja happens to be the badaka
lord there will be of course struggles as well as accomplishments
in these fields.  Health of the father would be causing worries to
the native.  Religious initiation and spiritual practices occupy
much space.  This is the time when the native can take up some
attempts to sharpen his skill or to acquire mastery of his favourite
subjects. It should be noted here that kuja and rahu are NOT in 6-8 
position. As seen from the navamsha chart, the relationship with
wife is not up to the mark. A promotion associated with transfer is
likely. One of the children may separate from main family owning
to his education or job. Relationship with brothers/sisters and
friends is so-so only. Purchase of vehicles, ornaments and land 
property is also seen. Mother starts a strange behaviour due to old
age and this causes frustration to the native. The native is
relatively happy compared to the last two bhuktis. Muscular pain in
lower limbs and increased blood pressure should be properly
attended to.  
  
Sani transits in meena in the 12th from moon sign. This causes
worries fractures of minor nature in the extremes like feet, wrist
and fingers. From 24.02.2028 sani transits in debilitation sign
which coincides natal moon sign. This causes ill health related to
anxiety like frequent and severe headaches, loans and muscular
pains as well as service problems. During this transit shanti for
sani must be done when he enters mesha rasi. It is better to recite
sani kavacha or beeja mantra every day. Till 25.11.2026 rahu
transits in kumbha and ketu in simha. This transit causes mild
worries related to children. The native should be careful in
property and investment matters as he is easily deceived during
this transit. From 26.11.2026, rahu and ketu transit in 10th and 4th
houses. Professional frustrations, friction, activity of secret
enemies are the results. It is better to recite any slokas for Durga
or Kali mata during this transit. Till 30.10.2026 and from 26.01.2027
to 26.06.2027 guru transit in exalted 4th house. From 01.11.2026 to
25.01.2027 guru transits briefly in the 5th house. Though 4th
transit does not constitute guru bala, it causes happiness though
the same is received after some struggle. It tends to make the
native happy as guru is exalted. This gives interest in learning
recitation and meanings of mantras. But when guru transits in
simha the 5th house, he aspects chandra rasi and this gives will-
power, promotes good health and protects dignity of the native. At
the time of confusion, health problems etc., this transit comes very
helpful. 
  
Any major decisions should not be taken in the last six months of
this bhukti which is dasa-sandhi (junction period of dasas). It is 
not that it is a bad period but due to indecisive nature of the native
is is likely to do mistake in his decisions. In case, a decision has to
be taken, then he should seek the advice of his elders and well
wishers.  No decision should be taken single handedly or
impulsively.  As said earlier, the favourable transit of guru in the
5th comes very helpful during this time. Recitation of any mantras,
pooja or meditation for any God/Goddess may be done.  
  

  
Guru dasa is a mixed which has more of good events.  There are
no sudden and shocking experiences or turn of events as in in
previous rahu dasa. During this dasa inheritance, returns on
accumulated wealth, passing away of elderly relatives, interest in
occult sciences and also devotion to God, well being and very
good development of children are seen.  There will be more of
happy events with a border of evil results described above.  Health
problems related to feet, stomach and head are seen.  As guru is
the 5th lord who aspects the 5th house, the curing of diseases also
begins at the same time as diseases start. That means the
diseases are under perfect control.  
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Guru dasa -guru bhukti 10-02-2027 to 30-03-2029: Being own 
bhukti, there will not be any major events.  Yet, the native will have 
an idea of days to come.  The results described above under guru 
dasa will happen during this period. At the beginning of this 
bhukti, Sani is in mesha. Sani transits in meena from 21.10.2027 to 
23.02.2028. Again from 24.02.2028 till the end of the bhukti sani 
stays in mesha his debilitation sign. The results of these two 
transits have already been described in the earlier bhukti.  The 
transit of sani in mesha is evil transit over moon sign which 
causes ill health, loans and also certain amount of rifts with wife.  
When sani is in meena, he will be afflicting the dasa and bhukti 
lord.  Due to this, the native finds that there is insufficiency, a fear 
of loosing the possessions. There is some element of fear of/due 
to children. Water borne diseases like Jaundice, typhoid and 
problems at the excretory organs like piles are also possible.  
When sani is transiting in meena recitation of sani kavacha will 
suffice but when he is in mesha, shanti for sani must be done. Till 
24.05.2028 rahu transits in makara and ketu in simha. From 
25.05.2028 till the end of bhukti rahu is in dhanus and ketu in 
mithuna. The transit in makara causes professional dissatisfaction 
and a sense of isolation within the house. It is also possible that 
the wife of the native has to live away or that she is not able to 
understand the native. Due to this, the native tends to stay outside 
or away from the house. When rahu-ketu move into dhanus and 
mithuna, three is change of place, people around. Lack of 
charisma and humiliations are also seen during this transit. During 
this bhukti guru transits in kataka (till 26.06.2027) simha 
(27.06.2027-26.11.2027, 29.02.2028-24.07.2028) kanya  (27.11.2027-
28.02.2028, 25.07.2028 to 26.12.2028, 30.03.2029 to 27.08.2029) and 
tula (27.12.2028 to 29.03.2029). Simha transit is a beneficial one 
which brings great progress in religious matters, luck and 
development of children. Kanya transit causes loans and also 
clearance of loans. As guru aspects his natal position from here, 
this has a tendency to cause health problems and also good 
development of children. Tula transit brings success and good 
relationship with wife.  
  
Summary:  As seen from the above rahu dasa is full of ebbs and
tides depending on the bhuktis.  With remedial measures as 
mentioned in bhuktis concerned, the period can be made 
tolerable.  Some good events are also seen in rahu dasa.  It is not 
altogether a bad period.  In addition to the above, it is better to 
wear diamond (original and not American diamond) of suitable 
cents depending on your purse made in gold on any finger of right 
hand. This ring can be used throughout life.  If possible fasting 
should be done to rahu on every Saturday.  Guru dasa that follows 
goes on with the luck, good will accumulated.  There will be more 
of health problems of course, manageable type and also good 
development of children.  
  
If satisfied with my humble analysis, I request you kindly to 
recommend to your friends and relatives. Confidentiality is always 
assured.  
  

HARIHI OM  
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